BY SOLONS

Remap Plan
Attacked

Baton Rouge, La. (AP) - Legislative reapportionment, a political porcupine at the seat of government, goes to the House floor today with most everybody complaining about being stuck.

Plans for both houses, already approved by the House, have been cleared by the House Judiciary "C" Committee.

Without Major Change

The committee Wednesday cleared the Senate plan without major change after at first setting out to completely rewrite the scheduled fashioned in the senate.

The committee approved a Senate-passed plan for the House with a series of major amendments.

Action by the committee handed major setbacks to the Jefferson Parish delegation and to proponents of the reapportionment plan formulated by the Legislative Reapportionment Committee.

Undo Job

Rep. Carl Bauer of Franklin opened committee deliberations with amendments to undo the massive rewrite job done by Senators and put in its stead the plan of the reapportionment commission he headed.

"Without a doubt, these Senate amendments smack of gerrymandering," Bauer said of the Senate's version of redistricting itself, a plan which has been called unconstitutional even by supporters.

Bauer had succeeded in replacing most of the bill with amendments when Rep. James Smith of Farmerville suggested that the committee start all over again, undoing what it had done. Members agreed with a 10-5 vote.

'No Amendments'

Bauer, obviously irritated, declared, "I have no amendments to offer."

Committee action brought cries of foul from Jefferson Parish lawmakers who claimed they are mistreated in the Senate plan.

"I just believe there's no justice to this, no justice at all," said Rep. Hank Lauricella of Harahan. "How long are we supposed to stand around and take it in the neck?"

Population figures from the 1970 census show Jefferson entitled to three and two-thirds senators, and Orleans Parish entitled to six and one-third senators, approximately.

Orleans lawmakers on the committee opposed any change and the committee defeated the Jefferson proposals.